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pronounsgrammar worksheet

A. Circle the correct personal pronoun.

1. They saw Steve and me / I at the movies last night after class.
2. He is going to the party with you and me / I if you don’t mind.
3. You and her / she ought to return the books to the library because they are already overdue.
4. Prof. Molina left a message for you and me / I. He needs to see us.
5. Ron invited Mary and me / I to have dinner with him.
6. Emily is a good basketball player. I watch Betsy and she / her carefully during games.
7. Tom and me / I, both want to marry Ann. She has to choose between he and I / him and me.
8. Nick ate dinner with the Robertsons and we / us. 
9. The new student has been assigned to work on the group research project with you and I / me.
10. He rang Mary and invited she / her to dinner.

B. Circle the correct answer.

1. If she borrows your / yours coat, then you should be able to borrow her / hers.
2. Each pot and pan in her kitchen has it / its own place on the shelf.
3. Mary and Mike invited their / theirs parents to see their / theirs new apartment.
4. When my roommate paid her / hers half of the rent, I paid my / mine.
5. All students need to bring their / theirs own pencils and answer sheets to the exam.
6. All of her / hers secretaries are working late tonight to finish her / hers report.
7. The horse trotting around the track won it’s / its race a few minutes ago.
8. Before the report is finalised, the information in their / theirs notes and our / ours must be proved.
9. She worked all day cooking food and making decorations for her / hers son’s birthday party.
10. The weather in the mountains this weekend will be extremely cold, so please take your / yours heavy jackets.

C. Fill in the blanks.

1. All those accomplishments of ________________ mean nothing to me if she hasn’t learnt to be an honest 
person.

2. Everybody in the court was fascinated by the Queen when ________________ saw her descending the stairs.
3. He ________________ should have apologized to me, not someone else speaking on behalf of him.
4. If ________________ else has any other questions, I will go on to explain the details.
5. He painted the whole house by himself; that was an incredible deed of ________________.
6. In order to make good decisions about their future, students need to know certain things 
 about ________________ and ________________ capacities.
7. Apart from my close friends who almost know every detail of my life, nobody around me 
 knows ________________ about what I will do after I have resigned.  
8. One has to take care of ________________ well while he is abroad. 
9. For some, a friend is someone who chats with you on the Internet while for ________________ a friend is a 

person who has known you all your life.
10. My cat is deaf from birth so he is vulnerable to danger and cannot protect ________________ against his 

enemies.
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3. The passengers ---- that the train had been 
withdrawn from service.

A)  must have informed
B)  might be informed
C)  needn’t have informed
D)  should be informed
E)  ought to have been informed

4. After the car accident, Cynthia had her nose 
---- by a famous plastic surgeon and looked 
as she did before.

A)  reshape  B)  reshaping
C)  reshaped  D)  to reshape
 E)  to be reshaping

5. We ---- to go out in the dark ever since that 
murder happened in our neighbourhood.

A)  don’t scare
B)  have been scared
C)  didn’t scare
D)  will have been scared
E)  had scared

6. You ---- yourself be teased because you 
can’t pull yourself together for a long time.

A)  aren’t let  B)  weren’t let
C)  couldn’t be let D)  shouldn’t let
 E)  won’t have let

7. It ---- that this book ---- by two people in the 
Middle Ages.

A)  was said / is written 
B)  has said / had been written
C)  is said / was written
D)  had said / could be written
E)  would say / wrote

8. You ---- your trousers ---- now that you have 
lost weight.

A)  will have / to take in
B)  should get / taken in
C)  may get / take in
D)  had better have / be taking in
E)  ought to have / to have taken in

9. I don’t like being asked personal questions 
by people to whom I ----.

A)  couldn’t introduce
B)  hadn’t been introduced
C)  haven’t introduced
D)  didn’t introduce
E)  am not introduced

10. Bruce : How was your first day in your new 
job?

 Nicole : Extremely boring as we ---- to 
present ourselves and talk about 
our previous work experience.

A)  were asked  B)   have asked
C)  will be asked D)   asked
 E)  were asking

11. The agreement ---- that you ---- the 
instalment once a month.

A)  is stated / will pay
B)  stated / are paying
C)  states / are to pay
D)  was stated / would pay
E)  is stated / have to be paid 

12. No actor ---- to remember all the names of 
the plays he ---- in.

A)  should expect / was acted
B)  could be expected / has been acted
C)  had expected / will act
D)  can be expected / has acted
E)  might be expected / would be acted

13. In 1989, after space probe Voyager 2 ---- by 
the planet Neptune, it ---- to return to the 
earth successfully.

A)  flew / succeeded
B)  was flown / was succeeded
C)  had flown / has succeeded
D)  has been flown / succeeded
E)  would fly / had succeeded

14. Reinforced concrete is concrete that ---- by 
metal bars that ---- in it.

A)  was strengthened / are embedded
B)  is strengthened / are embedded
C)  strengthens / embedded
D)  has strengthened / were embedded
E)  is strengthened / are being embedded


